
Images Time Series Analysis for Land Deformation and Mapping Shallow Landslides 
based on SENTINEL -  1 and Optical Satellite Images Data: Case Study on Batam Island, Indonesia

INTRODUCTION

Batam is an island and a city in Riau Kepulauan Province of Indonesia. It is 
known for its free trade zone area as part of the SIJORI triangle (Singapore-
Johor-Riau).  Being  strategically  located  close  to  Singapore  and  Malacca  
Strait  gives  Batam  its  status  as  a  special  economic  region  in  Indonesia 

The city is growing rapidly as a strategic benchmark between border of two 
countries. However, along with the rapid development, land deformation is 
also happen, and also followed by potential landslide hazards that occur in 
this region, considering that this area has some area that prone to shallow 
landslide.
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GEOLOGICAL SETTING

Geology of batam area consist of four formation, which are Goungon Fm. 
dominated by tuffaceous sandstone and silt stone. Duriangkang Fm. involved 
lithology dark-grey shale and quartz sandstone. Granite, and Alluvial. This area 
are having structural geology that highly intensed trending Northwest-
Southeast.  

The satellite image SENTINEL – 1A processed using 32 images 
from 9/02/2016 – 15/10/2019, ascending, and VV polarization. 
After generating interferograms and coherence, initial PS 
candidates are selected based on the amplitude stability, 
resulting 276465 PSC's according to the threshold, it shows a 
good coherency. Some points to be inferred based on the result, 
are:

1. Subsidence mostly occurs on near waterfront area, based on 
value of Line of Sight showed negative value with maximum 
13 mm /year, this occurs mostly as inhabitant position located 
on alluvium as unstable lithology for housing.

2. Some LOS positive value showed on the hilly part, that 
interpreted uplifted due to active structural area, from the 
value 10 - 19 mm / year. It is based on result of some hilly 
area that resulting same trend of positive value that having 
same geological structural trend. 

3. Tectonically, batam area are quite stable because located in 
back-arc area. So, it interpreted that the there are some long 
effect of subduction that uplifted the structure, however, this 
hypothesis need to be improved based on eld check. 

4. Mapping Landslide using PSI method in this area showed 
simply movement, which needs to be improve as it can be 
identied on optical images. 

Fig. 1. Location of Batam island area, topography are hilly on the middle part of the island 

Fig. 2. Geological map of the batam island (modified from remotesensing geology and Geological map) 
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CONCLUSION

Persistent Scaterred Interferometry using from SENTINEL 1A is effective for dening land deforma-
tion (subsidence and uplift) in structural area, however for mapping shallow landslide and 
identication, it still need further improvement with other method. 
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